Abstract. The development of shift tolerance and deformation tolerance in neural representations is discussed with reference to i) prototypical paradigm, which summarizes the essential problem of representation of a distribution of input patterns eontaining featthat are distlibuted unifonnly throughout M image space and that are subject to variation in form. A form of sparse, local representation is prow e d in which the position of a feature is localized with precisicn proportional to the extent of the representation's tolerance to deformation of the feature, which in the probability distnhtion of input patterns. A local self-organizing mechanism is described which inevitably generates representations of this form, regardless of the initid configuration of the synaptic strength parametem. The form of the represattion established by this mechsnism is undected by the inclusion of superfluous r e p resentstion units: the position tolerance and defonnation tolerance of represatation units are independent of the number of unite psrtidpating in the self-organization process, provided that this number is adequate to form a complete repmentation. It is demonstrated that this self-organizing mechanism is able to discriminate be. tdistinct featme and represents these using ep-te representation units, even though the various forme of a single feature are reprsented by a single variationtolerant unit. The attributes of local position tolerance and defamation tolerance arise purely in reapnse to the invariance properties of the probability distribution of input pattems: the mechlvliam relies neitha on the impsition of prior architeo turd COMtrainb nor on associations in time betwan successive patterns in order to generate t h e e attdbutes.
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Introduction
A generally applicable approach t o the recognition of visual features that are subject to statistical variation in form and position is necessary both for understanding the living visual system and in the design of sighted machines. Feature recognition must occur in a manner that is tolerant to variation in the form and position of features, in order that different instances of the same feature that appear at slightly different locations and with minor differences in shape are treated by the processing system as being essentially the same. Shift-and deformation-tolerant pattern recognition has proved an extremely elusive objective to achieve, because the shift or deformation of a feature through a distance much smaller than the overall scale of the feature can drastically change the activities of many pixels or photoreceptors. The visual system is required to transform the patterns of activity arriving at its input into a new representation, in which minor differences in form and position at the input are reflected as minor changes in the representation: position tolerance and deformation tolerance must be built into the transformation to the new representation at a fundamental level. No mechanism of synaptic self-organization has thus far been proposed which provides an adequate description of how the transformation to a variation-tolerant representation can be established. Nor has it been obvious what sort of variations should be tolerated by the representation and to what extent. This article addresses the issue of the extent of variation tolerance, describes a variation-toleran t neural representation with novel and desirable characteristic properties and describes a local self-organizing mechanism that generates such representations.
The goal of discovering shift-and deformation-tolerant representations
It is often quite easy to deduce by inspection how the synaptic strengths among a small assembly of neural units can be arranged to produce a feature detection unit that is tolerant to shift (and perhaps to deformation): one simply has togenerate a number of individually shift-intolerant units that each respond to a single instance of the feature ai oiie precise locaiion, and ihen c o n i r k io connect their ouipuis io a singie separaie unit with equal synaptic weights. This latter unit will then indicate the occurrence of the feature anywhere within the union of the input fields of the intolerant units which feed it. In this way one can design units that are not only locally shift-tolerant but globally shift-invariant, though global invariance is not often desirable because it is necessary to maintain some position specificity in order to allow subsequent computation on the basis of relative positions of features. The construction of shift tolerance by pooling the outputs of individually shift-intolerant units is the approach followed in the design of the neocognitron [1,2,3], which is notable among existing neural network models for its proficiency at practical deformation-and shift-tolerant pattern recognition. In the neocognitron, many sets of shift-intolerant units (identified with the simple cells of t h e visual cortex) are generated by a competitive learning rule and are connected with fixed synaptic weights to units (identified with complex cells) which consequenlly demonstrate tolerance to shift. This two-layer arrangement is repeated at many stages of aprocessing hierarchy in which locally position-tolerant units at each staget derive their input from units with smaller input fields in the stage below. The multistage hierarchy is of great significance in absorbing variation in features stageby-stage at different size scales [3]. It is important to emphasize the distinction in the neocognitron model between the approach used to ensure the position tolerance of the feature units and the architectural environment (the multistage hierarchy) in which these tolerant units function. The contribution of the present article is to provide an alternative approach to the generation of variation-tolerant representation among the feature units of any one stage of a hierarchical processing architecture. This alternative approach exhibits desirable properties not claimed in the neocognitron's approach to the creation of tolerant units: indeed, subsequent articles will demonstrate that these t E& stage of the n-ognitmn's processing hie& is made up of one lsycr of tolerant 'complex' unite together with the one layer of intolerant 'simple' units that provide their input.
properties are in fact not possessed by the nwcognitron's approach. The role of the neocognitron's overall architecture of cascaded processing stages in absorbing variation stage-by-stage applies equally well to the architectural environment in which the principles of variation-tolerant representation proposed in this article operate: these representation principles are most relevant in the context of multistage processing.
The approach to the development of variation tolerance employed in the nmcognitron model seems rather unsatisfactory to the author: the valuable contribution of the neocognitron and its practical proficiency lie in the hierarchical architecture of successively widening input fields rather than in its approach to the development of variation tolerance or in the nature of its adaptive mechanism. One can raise several objections to this approach. Firstly, it is wasteful of resources: one has to invoke one intolerant unit for every distinct instance of a variable feature, whereas it is often possible to achieve the same degree of shift and form tolerance using just one unit by virtue of a cunning choice of input synapse strengths. Secondly, the approach is only feasible under the supervision of an interventionist designer: a 'complex' cell cannot individually have access to sufficient information to know which of the intolerant 'simple' cells have, as a result of the adaptive mechanism, become tuned to its particular feature so that it can choose to accept input specifically from this subset. In the approach followed by the neocognitron, the role of the interventionist supervisor is assumed by a non-locol learning rule, which imposes the architectural constraints that identical copies of each simple cell be distributed throughout the visual field and that each complex cell receive input from simple cells of one similar set. Thus, if one adopts the approach to creating a tolerant unit of wiring together a set of intolerant units, then one is forced to accept a totally global learning rulet. Thirdly, to postulate that intolerant 'simple' and tolerant 'complex' units be distinct in their behaviour, synapses and learning properties seems contrary to the principle of Occam's razor: is it not contrived to assert the distinction at the design stage and to deny the possibility that these differences might emerge through an adaptive process?
To summarize, the most effective existing neural approaches to shift-and deformation-tolerant recognition have paid little attention to whether there might be a representation that is fundamentally suited to this computational task and whether such a representation could emerge from a local adaptation rule without the enforcement of global architectural constraints. A better approach would be to find a local self-organizing mechanism which is capable of discovering the translational invariances that are so prominent and universal in the probability distribution of input patterns and which generates a representation in which these invariances are reflected as similarities between patterns of activities of representation units. A mechanism that could discover tolerance to translation and deformation purely from the statistics of the input would be an invaluable tool, not only for understanding the computational task of shift-and deformation-tolerant visual processing, but also in providing a fundamental approach to the solution of variation-tolerant recognition problems in general.
The computational task of variation-tolerant recognition
The central problem of visual feature recognition is that the recognition system must be capable of interpreting two similar features as being essentially the same even if t This critiasm applies strictly only when successive patton presentationr occur in random sequence or when there is no association between successive presentations: see section 6. they are separated by a distance of many pixels in the image. This is EO even if the system is not required to be globally tolerant to the position of the feature: a locally position-tolerant recognition system that interprets two features as being the same only if they lie within a certain distance of one another must still demonstrate tolerance to shift over distances of many pixels. Even such local shifts in position over distances much smaller than the overall scale of the feature will, in general, drastically change the intensities of many of the pixels in the region of the image occupied by the feature [3]. Thus, the requirement of generalization over shift in position is not a simple matter of classifying together vectors that are nearly parallel in the highdimensional Euclidean space spanned by the set of intensities of the pixels. The geometrical transformation of, say, shifting part of an image left by one pixel has the effect of mapping a subset of the axes of this vector space onto others of its axes. Consequently, the probability distribution of pixel vectors in this space must be invariant under many such axis-permutation transformations if no visual pattern is more likely to fall at any one location in the image than at any other. The requirement of shift tolerance is therefore one of generalization over these intrinsic invariances of the probability distribution of input patterns.
The same is true of generalization over variation in the form of a feature: the form of any particular handwritten character is subject to such a broad degree of variation that the replacement of one example of the character by another will be manifested as an extensive permutation of coordinates of the pixel vector representing the image rather than as aslight change in its direction. Thus, ifone intends a featurerecognition system to be tolerant to variation in the form of a feature, one must aim for generalization over the continuum of transformations in the pixel-vector space which relate the various parts of the probability density function that are associated with that feature. If the probability density function contains a broader range of forms of one feature than of another, the extent of generalization over form should be greater in the former case than in the latter.
Though the recognition system is required to generalize over the continuum of variation in form to which a feature is subject, it is necessary that the system retain its power to discriminate between distinct features that are not related by such a continuum of variation. As an illustration, the handwritten characters 'A' and '2' are individually subject to variation a c r w a continuous spectrum of forms, though hybrids between the two are very rarely encountered: because there is no continuum between the two features in the probability density of pixel-vectors, the two characters constitute distinct features. The recognition system is required to discriminate between forms that are distinct in this way whilst simultaneously generalising over any variation that relates the elements of a continuous spectrum of forms.
This sort of picture gives insight into how one might define a visual feature: a feature corresponds to a set of maxima in the pixel-vector probability density that are related to one another by a group of axis-permutation transformations corresponding to translations across the image and changes in feature form.
This discussion of the computational task thus far omits one important attribute of the visual world, which sets the context for the other aspects of the task. This is that visual features occur over a range of size scales from a few pixels to the entire breadth of the visual field, and that larger-scale features are composed of features at smaller size scales, which are in turn composed of yet smaller features. Written words are composed of features that are the frequent associations of characters (ing, sfr, qu are common English examples), which in turn are composed of the characters themselves: these consist of strokes and vertices which are ultimately made up of pixels at the limit of resolution. At each level, features consist of commonly occurring associations of sub-features from the level below, rather than being particular combinations of pixel intensities. In the light of the hierarchical structure of the visual world, the interpretation of variation tolerance in terms of generalization over axis-permutation transformations in the pixel-vector space must be replaced by an interpretation in terms of analogous axis-permutation transformations in another vector space: this new space is spanned not by the set of activities of the image pixels, hut instead by a set of axes which represent the 'intensities' of the su6-features of smaller size scale that are the features of the previous level of the hierarchy. These sub-feature intensities are rather like pixel intensities in that they must represent quite localized sub-features:
in the character-recognition example one of these local subfeature intensities might represent the presence of a horizontal stroke within a fairly localized region of the visual field. The local sub-feature intensities become the new atoms of the image at each new size scale. Their status as elementary constituents of the features at the next scaie derives from their reiativeiy smaii number: they are the few frequent associations of the sub-sub-features belonging to the level below theirs. There is thus a sub-feature vector space for every scale level, populated by sub-feature vectors according to a probability density function which determines the features of that level. The variation tolerance of the recognition system must be distributed throughout the entire hierarchy: the variability of each feature is absorbed at the scale level of that generalization over axispermutation transformations must occur in each sub-vector space.
The structure of the feature-recognition problem suggests a natural neural architecture for its solution. The intensity of every local feature should be represented by the activity of a processing unit which is dedicated to the representation of that feature. Each such unit should be tolerant to the range of deformation to which its feature is subject, and locally tolerant to the position of its feature. Representation units should not be totally insensitive to position: global position tolerance is undesirable because every representation unit should convey some information concerning location in order to allow subsequent computation on the basis of relative position. Neither is absolute position specificity desirable: it transpires that this is inconsistent with the requirement of variation tolerance, as is discussed in section 5. A proposal as to what might constitute an optimai trade-ofi between the extremes ofgiobai position tolerance and absolute position specificity is considered in that section. The hierarchy of size scales in the visual world is to be reflected in the processing architecture as a hierarchical arrangement of layers of processing units: the units of a layer representing larger-scale features derive their input from smaller-scale feature units in the layer below. The progression of size scales is achieved if the input fields of units in lower !eve!$ zre eons?r&!ned bo cover I smt!!er regie2 o f ! c d sfihF&fire finits ?!xn do the input fields of higher-level units. It is seen that, by this line of reasoning, one arrives at an argument for a multistage processing scheme that shares the overall hierarchical layout of the neocognitron model (though not its simple-and complex-cell approach to the generation of variation-tolerant units). This is why the multistage architecture is important in enabling the nwcognitron to recognize distorted patterns [3].
Scale tolerance is to be interpreted in this picture by analoa with the idea of local position tolerance. Just 2-s a representation unit is tolerant to local shift in the position of its feature, it can also be tolerant to changes in the size of a feattbre fea?nre.
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is requi:ed at lev8! th8 sca!e by a limited factor. Such small-scale changes are subsumed into the unit's tolerance to form variation of other kinds. A unit may receive input from sub-feature units spread over a range of size scales if the demarcation between processing layers is not drawn quite as strictly as portrayed above: this further facilitates tolerance to limited changes of scale. Because representation units in this sort of scheme are no more globally scale tolerant than they are position tolerant, a representation unit conveys some information concerning the size of the feature it represents just as it conveys some location information. This is a desirable state of affairs: it is perhaps almost as important to have some idea of how big a written character is when reading text aa it is to know where it is on the page. The discussions of this section have characterized the fundamental elements of the general problem of variation-tolerant pattern recognition. Tolerance is to be interpreted as generalization over axis-permutation transformations in sub-feature vector spaces. The recognition system should be tolerant to variation over continuous spectra of deformation in the input probability distribution, but should discriminate between features that are unrelated by continuous variation of form. The degree of tolerance of the recognition system to variation in form should reflect the extent of variation experienced over the Probability distribution of inputs. Multistage sequential processing is necessary to absorb variation in features at many size scales. This is a picture of the feature-recognition problem that is designed to address its fundamental rather than its higher-level aspects: it is aimed at clarifying the more low-level computational tasks such as the recognition of written characters. It is possible, however, that this view of generalization over variation may he usefully applied to tolerance over dimensions more abstract than spatial position, perhaps dimensions such as spatial rotation, colour, texture or sound frequency.
The prototype variable-feature paradigm
The issues involved in neural representation of variable features may be greatly clarified by considering a prototypical paradigm. This illustrates the essential problem of variation-tolerant representation of variable forms that are distributed uniformly throughout an image space. It represents the situation that occurs at every level of a scale-size hierarchy: patterns of activity consisting of associations between subfeatures appear on a layer of local sub-feature units. Those sub-feature units are of different types, and each type of sub-feature unit is repeated sufficiently frequently in spatial location for the complete set of units of each type to be able to cover a region of the visual field fully. The frequently occumng associations between the subfeatures constitute higher-level features that are subject to continuous variation both in location and in shape. For simplicity, the higher-level features of this paradigm are considered to be associations between just two sub-feature units in a one-dimensional image. In this case, variation in form reduces to a variation in the spatial separation between the two constituent sub-features. This variation in form is manifested as a rearrangement of the two active sub-feature units: tolerance to form variation in this example is thus a matter of generalization over axis-permutation transformations in the sub-feature vector space. that each of the layer I -1 units receives input from a relatively small field of a onedimensional image space and represents some localized small-scale feature that occurs in that image space. Let us further suppose that every layer i-1 unit is of one of two types, responsive to one of two types of small-scale feature present in the input, denoted by A'-l and Layer 1-1 therefore consists of a number of localized A'-' and E'-' feature detectors distributed uniformly over the image space. Occurrences of A'-l and Et-1 are in fact associated in pairs: input patterns always consist of pairs of A'-l and features (with A'-l to the right of &') separated by a distance which is greater than the extent of any single layer I-1 unit's input field and which is subject to variation between different input patterns. The extent of the scatter in separation between A'-' and B'-' features is again greater than the size of an I-1 unit's input field. For the sake of clarity, imagine that the extent of the input field of each i-1 unit is 1 distance unit (du), that I-1 units are spaced 1 du apart (one At-1 and one E'-l unit occupying each site on this lattice), that A'-' and E'-' features occur 8 du apart on average and that this separation has a standard deviation of 2 du over the ensemble of all input patterns. Pairs of A'-' and E'-' features taken in association constitute a larger-scale feature, which we can denote by P': every inpuc paccern consiscs 01 a single r~ ieaure wuose posiciwu LS rauuuiii aiiu uiwriuuLcu uniformly between all locations. P' features are subject to variation in form because the spatial separation between the layer I-1 sub-features of which they are composed varies between instances.
The relevance of this example is to illustrate how the resources of a set of representation units should be distributed so as to convey as much meaningful information as possible about a translationally symmetric distribution of features that are subject to distortion of form. This is the fundamental issue in the analysis and design of translation-and deformation-tolerant neural feature-recognition systems.
:~~-~~. One option would be to arrange that the condition for the activation of a P' unit be that an A'-' unit be active at one precise position in its input field and that a E'-' unit be active somewhere in a broad range of locations to the left: the breadth of that range would be equal to the scatter of separations of A'-' and E'-' sub-features over the ensembie of aii occurrences or" P! 'super-Features?. Tiis option wouid be realized if layer I representation units had response profiles (input weight vectors) of the form of figure 2(n). Such a representation has deformation tolerance of a sort, though at the expense of highly asymmetric response to the different subfeatures even though the two sub-features of this example have absolutely equivalent status in the input distribution. It has tolerance to position in only one sub-feature, and shows poor emnomy in requiring a !ayer l unit for every pnEib!e pnsiiioc af the A'-' feztcre. It is straightforward to envisage a representation of greater symmetry for this example: each layer 1 unit should respond to activity of both A'-' and B'-' units within a limited range of positions ( figure 2(b) ). The tolerance to variation in the position of A'-I should be equal to the tolerance to-variation in the position of B'-'. (The extent of these allowed ranges will be less than the scatter ofseparations between A'-'
and Bi-' because the separate uncertainties in the positions of the two subfeatures compound one another in contributing to the uncertainty in separation between the two.) This representation is symmetric in A'-' and B'-' and is tolerant to bofh trans lation and deformation of the P ' super-features. If the tolerance of a representation unit to variation in separation between sub-features is wide enough to encompass the spread of separations that is seen in the ensemble of input patterns, then that unit will respond to P' features of all shapes, provided that they fall within a certain range of positions. Under these circumstances, the representation is fully tolerant to the range of deformation encountered in the ensemble of inputs. This form of representation is a feature-based local representation: each unit is dedicated to the representation of a particular feature, and activity in a representation unit indicates the presence of the corresponding feature in the input. It is also a sparse representation: most of the representation units are inactive at any one time, because at any instant only a few features (one in this example) out of the set of all possible features will be present in the input. Such representation in terms of individual features has profound consequences. It means that input units have the same status BS output units in that presence of a feature within a certain region, whichever layer that unit belongs to. Feature-based representation is therefore ideally suited for cascading in a hierarchical processing architecture: the representation units of one level can be identified with the input units of the next, and the properties of local position tolerance and deformation tolerance can be distributed throughout the whole hierarchy. The position tolerance of a unit in this representation is not elobal: the representation must be able to localize the positions of features to some degree in order to permit subsequent computations on the basis of relative positions. Nor is the position tolerance of this representation zero, for which case a unit would be sensitive to P' features occurring at only one position. This representation is locally position tolerant: it is easy to see from this example that the extent of position tolerance of each representation unit is pruporlional to the degree of variation in shape that occurs over the ensemble of P' features. This form of representation is characterized by an uncerlainfy d a t i o n : the precision with which the position of a feature can be localized in the representation is proportional to the uncertainty in the form of the featuret in that representation.
This relationship between form variation and position tolerance is quite a desirable property for a neural representation to possess. It means that the representation localizes the position of a feature with a precision limited by the degree of form same shape will be localized precisely in the representation, whereas a more nebulous feature which is subject to wide variation in form will be localized in the representation only within a relatively extended region. This form of representation conveys only meaningful information concerning position, in the sense that a nebulous feature's position is not a meaningful property if specified with more than the appropriate degree of precision. Although one can always construct arbitrarily precise measures of the position of any single instance of a feature (such as the coordinates of the geometric centroid of all the sub-features), it is meaningless to discriminate between locations on the basis of such measures beyond a certain degree. This is because the operation of spatial translation of a feature through a distance much smaller than the statistical scatter in the relative separations of its sub-features is just a special case drawn from the group of deformation operations that relate the continuum of forms of the feature. Any distinction drawn between form variation and translation through such small distances must be an artificial one, since no real demarcation between the two exists in the structure of the probability distribution of input patterns at that scale: they have become alternative and rather subjective descriptions of what is essentially a smooth continuum of transformations relating examples of the feature. Localization with arbitrarily high precision therefore does not convey information the position tolerance and the form tolerance of the representation. The blurring of the distinction between translation through small distances and deformation means that one cannot distinguish between arbitrarily close positions of a feature without distinguishing between forms of the feature. Thus, the notion of complete deformation tolerance is fundamentally inconsistent with attempts to distinguish between positions with precision greater than a certain degree. That degree of precision is proportional to the extent to which the form of the feature varies between instances.
.Iecri&Eg red &ruc?~re in ?he i n p~? &trib~!ion: its ~n ! y effect is to A I I O~~P hnt.h 6. Form variability as the key to the self-organization of position tolerance Consideration of the prototype variable-feature paradigm has led to the idea of a highly symmetrical representation, in which the degree of position tolerance of a featuredetection unit reflects the extent of variation in the form of the feature that is experienced in the ensemble of inputs. Indeed, it is the uariation in form between different instances of features that holds the key to the self-organization of locally positiontolerant neural representations. Referring again to the prototype paradigm, one sees that if there were no variation at all in the separation of AI-' and B'-' sub-features, (and vice versa) , so that no mechanism of self-organization could have any prospect of associating the activities of neighbouring E'-l (or A ' -' ) units ( figure 3(a) ). Tolerance to E'-' sub-features over a region of neighbouring sites can emerge from the self-organization process only when the activity of a particular A'-' unit can be associated with the activity of more than one unit ( figure 3(b) ). It is the very variation in form between different instances of features that is capable of driving the self-organisation of position-tolerant representation.
The argument that this is the only available mechanism of association applies rigorously only in the case when successive pattern presentations occur in random sequence or when there is no temporal association between successive patterns. If successive patterns are in fact highly correlated, the continuity of movement of a visual feature from one position to another could in principle be used to associate the activities of neighbouring sub-feature units. However, the mechanism of self-organization of local position tolerance in response to form variability is a more economical theory: form variation can drive the self-organization of position tolerance directly from the invariances of the probability distribution of input patterns, even for a temporally unordered ensemble, without the need to invoke associations over time. It is not difficult to see that a mechanism which associates the activities of neighbouring subfeature units in response to form variation in this way will generate representations that are characterized by the uncertainty relation between position and form discussed in section 5. The greater is the extent to which a higher-level feature varies in form, the broader will be the region of neighbouring sub-feature units that are associated in the input field of the unit encoding that higher-level feature, and the greater will be the degree of that unit's position tolerance.
A self-organizing mechanism that observes the uncertainty relation
It is argued above that a variation-tolerant representation in which a feature's position is localized with precision proportional to the extent of its form variation is a desirable objective. It follows that a self-organizing mechanism which generated such representations would be a valuable tool in approaching and understanding variation-tolerant recognition problems. Here is presented a description of a local self-organizing mechanism that has this capability. This mechanism has the properties that the form of its stationary state is unique, that it establishes position-and deformation-tolerant representations characterized by the form-position uncertainty relation and that these representations discriminate between distinct features whilst remaining tolerant to variation in each single feature. The search for a mechanism with these properties arose from diasatisfaction with the behaviour of competitive learning 141, which does not share these properties: comparisons with competitive learning will be demonstrated in a subsequent article. The approach to the generation of variation tolerance employed in the neocognitron model does not claim to exhibit these properties: they are in fact not exhibited by that approach because it is based on competitive learning [3]. Because the mechanism proposed here was discovered through a process of trial and error rather than through one of design, ita behaviour is not easy to infer intuitively from the form of its synaptic adaptation rule.
The mechanism assumes the conventional weighted-sum model of the neural proceasing unit, with certain novel variations. The output rj of representation unit j is determined by the set of activities {zi : i = 1, ..., n=} of the nr representation units from which unit j derives its input and by the set of corresponding synaptic strengths {wji : i = 1, ..., n,}. Both r, and {q) take real values, though rj is con- 
The ensemble average is just the mean over the probability distribution of input patterns:
The use of ii in place of zi in equation (2) constitutes a departure from the 'standard' model of the computational neuron: each input synapse has an accommodation property in that it contributes an amount to the weighted sum (S) that is proportional to the deviation of the activity of the unit feeding the synapse from its mean value. This is only a subtle departure, because one can incorporate all the ensemble average ?em* ktc L &g!e th:&n!d o!?se-? fc: the whc!e nxit: The novel synapse design differs from the standard model ( 5 ) of the neural unit only in the context of its implications for the form of the adaptation mechanism. The synaptic adaptation mechanism may be implemented as a local mechanism (for which the strength of a synapse is modified at any instant purely on the basis of information available at the two units which it connects), provided that all the representation units taking part in the self-organization process can form connections with one another by which they can interact (figure 4). The rule that determines the manner in which input synapses are modified on the bask of the interactions between the representation units is very simple. The incremental change 6wji in synaptic strength tuji which occurs in response to presentation of pattern z E (zl, ..., znJ, resulting in pattern of activity r = ( r l r ..., r,,) on the representation units, is given by where the parameters a and X are non-negative and small positive constants respectively. The magnitude of U does not appear to be of great significance in determining the form of the stationary state which emerges from the adaptation process: in the simulations presented here a is set to 1. As it stands, this learning rule prescribes an unbounded increase in the magnitudes of the synaptic strengths ( t u j i } . The absolute magnitude of the weight vector zuj =(tujl, ..., tujn=) is not of interest (only its direction is important) and so one is free to impose a constraint on the normalization of weight vectors. In the simulations presented here, the criterion chosen is that the variance of the activity r of each unit (over the probability distribution of input patterns) is individually constrained, through appropriate normalization of the weight vector, not to grow beyond a certain limit:
where One notices from the synaptic adaptation rule (7) that the only influence on any particular representation unit from other representation units is via the sum of the activities of those other units. The rule is not as simple as the Hebbian modification rule [5] , for which the adaptation of a synaptic strength is determined purely by the acfivifies of the two units which the synapse connects, though it prescribes a relatively simple form of interaction according to which a network of neurons with connections of the form of figure 4 might adapt, provided that some mechanism can be invoked to explain how the sum of activities of units forming synapses of one type with a particular cell can influence the modification of synapses of a second type on the same cell. It is not the purpose of this article to argue for the physiological plausibility of a particular mechanism, however, but rather to demonstrate that the self-organization of deformation-and shift-tolerant representations according t o the form-position uncertainty principle is feasible in a parallel distributed system.
The uniqueness of the form of the stationary state
This self-organizing mechanism has a desirable general property. In contrast to the behaviour of competitive learning [4], the stationary (final) state of its self-organization process is unique (for any particular probability distribution of input patterns) and is always reached, whatever the initial configuration of synaptic strength parameterst. This assertion is unproven but believed by the author to be generally true. The mechanism guarantees that a unique representation will be established, whatever the dimensionality of the space of input patterns or the structure of the probability distribution of patterns within that space.
Demonstration of the self-organization of position and form tolerance
The mechanism propased here leads to the development of representations characterized by the form-position uncertainty relation of section 5. The prototype variablefeature paradigm serves as an ideal illustration. Figure 5 shows the forms of input field profiles (weight vectors) which develop during the adaptation of the mechanism t o input defined precisely as in the case of the prototype paradigm of section 4. Eight representation units are provided to form a representation of patterns appearing at A-type and B-type input units which occur at each of 32 locations. Thus, the pattern space has 64 dimensions. Patterns are such that input units have zero activity everywhere except a t one A-type and at one E-type input unit, at which the activity (2) is 1. The spatial separation of the two active units has Gaussian distribution about a mean of 8 with deviation 2: the active A-type input unit is, in every input pattern, to the right of the active E-type unit. In each pattern the central point between the two active units is drawn randomly from a distribution which is uniform over all locations. In order t o eliminate the confusion ofedge-of-field effects, a periodic boundary condition is imposed by allowing the neighbourhood relationships between the thirty-two locations t o follow a circular topology. This ensures that every one of the thirty-two locations is similar to every other. The mechanism succeeds in using the form-variation of input patterns to associate the activities of neighbouring input units, in the manner described in section 6 and summarized in figure 3 ( b ) . Figure 5 shows the separate profiles of sensitivity to A-type and B-type inputs of each of the eight representation units in the stationary state. The graphs represent the values of synaptic weights ordered according to the spatial arrangement of the input units. The eight representation units have been arranged in the figure so that consecutively numbered units have adjacent sensitive regions. It should be noted that the ends of each graph correspond to adjacent sites because of the circular topologies of the input fields. One sees that the representation that has been established is ideal in terms of the position-form uncertainty principle: each reprewntation unit shows equal sensitivity to the presence ofone A-type and one B-type feature and is tolerant to the position of each of those features over a range which corresponds to the range of the variation of formof patterns (the separation of sub-features). Each representation unit is inhibited by the activity of an input unit outside these ranges of tolerance: synapses from units outside these ranges acquire negative weights. Representation units are each tolerant to P-type super-features over a range of four location spacings, which matches the uncertainty in the separation of sub-features. The set of representation units forms a complete representation of the input distribution: between them, the input fields of the units span the entire range of available locations of P-type features, with the consequence that one of the units is always available to indicate the presence of a P feature wherever it is located.
One sees that the representation units generated are tolerant to variation in the form of a feature to an extent corresponding to the degree of form variation experienced in the input distribution, and tolerant to shift in the position of the feature over a range which matches the precision with which that position may be meaningfully defined in the light of the uncertainty principle. Because the form of the stationary state is always independent of the choice of initial synaptic strengths, the establishment of such a representation is guamnteed by the self-organizing mechanism.
The representation is unaffected by the presence of superfluous representation units
An intriguing and desirable property of the mechanism is that the form of the representation is independent of the number of representation units, provided that sufficiently many are available to form a complete representation (a representation in which units are available to represent features occurring at any location in the input field). If at least this minimum required number are allowed to take part in the self-organizing process, the position tolerance and form tolerance of representation units do not alter as the number of available units increases. Superfluous units redundantly duplicate the functions of other units without altering the form of the representation. This phenomenon may be observed in a repeat of the demonstration of section 9 in which a larger number of representation units is allowed to participate. Figure 6 shows the input weight vectors of sixteen representation units in the stationary state following adaptation to an input distribution identical to that described in section 9. Twice as many representation units as before take part in this demonstration, hut it is seen that this does not result in the halving of the widths of the response profiles: instead, one observes that the response profile width (and consequently the position tolerance and deformation tolerance) of every representation unit is just the same as befnre: the positior! to!erar!ce a d deformatior! ?n!erar!ce seem to he determined by the form-position uncertainty relation independently of the number of representation units.
The discovery that the form of the representation established by the proposed mechanism is not affected by the inclusion of superfluous representation units encourages the belief that some forms of neural representation may be more natural than others in that they are determined entirely by real structure in the input distribution rather than by the architectural properties of a particular processing system. A second and highly desirable consequence is that networks with many representation units need not be prevented, by their containing an inappropriate number of units, from finding these natural representations.
Feature discrimination in a variation-tolerant representation
The prototype variable-feature paradigm, which is the basis of this demonstration of the self-organization of tolerance to shift and deformation, is a special case of the general feature-recognition problem in one crucial respect in the prototype paradigm there is only ever one type of higher-level feature ( P ' ) , though these features can occur variation. In the general situation, however, the input space contains many distinct feature types that are unrelated by a continuum of variation in the input distribution such as the prototype paradigm's Gaussian spread in sub-feature separation. ~ One feature type may, for example, be invariably composed of associations among a totally different set of sub-features than that which comprises a second feature type: in this case the input distribution contains no continuous variation which can blur the distinction between the two feature types. It is necessary that distinct feature types that are unrelated by such a continuum of variation be recognized as such by the self-organizing mechanism and be represented by separate representation units. A representation which may be position and form tolerant is useless if the representation cannot discriminate between truly distinct feature types.
It i s therefore appropriate to demonstrate that the mechanism proposed is capable of discriminating between distinct feature types whilst maintaining toierance to variation within each individual feature type. E-type unit, with no activity on any C-type or D-type unit. The separation between the active A and B units in a P feature again follows a Gaussian distribution about a mean of 8 lattice spacings with standard deviation 2. Q-type features are different: in th&, one C-type input unit is active 4 2z 1 sites to the right of one D-type unit, with no A-or E-type activity. P and Q features occur in random positions with equal frequency. One sees from figure 7 that five of the twelve representation units (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) have become dedicated to the representation of P-type features during the process of self-organization, and seven (6-12) have developed to represent Q-type features. Each of these two seta of units has been ordered in the figure 80 that consecutively numbered units have adjacent sensitive regions. Since the Q-type features are subject to more limited variation in form than are the P-type features, their positions may be defined with greater precision, with the consequence that fewer P-type than Q-type representation unita are required to span the full range of locations. Naive prediction based on the uncertainty principle that there should appear twice as many P-type representation units as Q-type is not necessarily borne out precisely, because the number of units assigned during the self-organization process to the representation of each type of higher-level feature depends on the relative frequencies with which the two types occur as well as on their relative extents of variation.
The P and Q feature types are absolutely distinct in this example: there is no overlap between the sets of sub-features which define the two higher-level feature types. Distinction between the two feature types is maintained absolutely in the representation established by the self-organizing mechanism: no representation unit has developed mixed sensitivity to both types.
Conclusion
In this article a form of neural representation has been proposed in which tolerance to the position of a visual feature reflects the extent of tolerance to deformation of that feature, which in turn matcnes the degree of variation in the form of the feature that is encountered in the probability distribution of input patterns. A selforganizing mechanism that inevitably establishes representations of this form has been demonstrated. This mechanism is seen to generate representation units that are tuned to indicate the presence of individual features within limited regions and that are distributed throughout the visual field with sensitive regions adjacent to one another. The mechanism discriminates between distinct features and encodes these on separate representation units, even though the various f o r m of a single feature are represented by a single variation-tolerant unit. The representation proposed is most relevant in the context of a multistage processing hierarchy, and it is in this context that the representation principles and self-organizing mechanism explored here hold out the promise of a fundamental solution to the general problem of variation-tolerant pattern recognition.
